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Chi O Victory

PRICE — SE V E N CEN TS

Shaw’s Realistic 'Major Barbara’
Satirizes Folly of M odern Society
G o v. Dwinell Lends

“ M a jor Barbara,” G eorge Bernard Shaw ’s fast-m ovin g co m 
ment on social reform , opened last night at N ew H am pshire H all
for a four-day run. T h e play depicts tw o ideas for reckon in g w ith
m odern society. A n drew U ndershaft, played by John W eek s, be
lieves that p overty is the great evil o f the w orld. O n ly when the
by Robin Page
w orries of econ om ic instability are rem oved from the spirit of man
The H on. Lane Dwinell, Governor can he find spiritual peace and dignity, U ndershaft firm ly believes.

Name To C O R I C L

Barbara Entwistle, ’56 and Cynthia Rowland, ’56, leads a snappy Chi O on
to victory in Stunt Night’s annual competition. Above, “ Twistle” makes up to
the weather man in a Winter Carnival skit bewailing the snowless season.
Pantomine and singing chorus depicted the sad state of affairs. . . . she melted
the weather-man’s heart, but she also melted the snow.”__________________ _____

Seven Contestants

Chi O and Acacia Win Blue
Keys Stunt Night Awards
Chi O m ega and A ca cia were the top winners in Blue K e y ’s
annual stunt night program held in N ew H am pshire H all last
W edn esd ay night. A lpha X i and Phi A lph a took the second place
cups. O ther contestants in the m en’s division were S A E and K appa
Sigma. A lpha Chi was the third contestant in the w om en ’s division.
A capacity audience filled the hall to
see the program which is sponsored by
Blue Key, senior men’s honorary so
ciety. The winners received large awards
in both the first and second place po
sitions.
Snowmen and Cigarettes
The winning Chi Omega stunt was one
in which a U N H coed pleaded with the
weather man to send snow for the W in 
ter Carnival. Acacia’s winning skit de
picted the furor in the cigarette business
due to recent medical reports. Alpha X i s
skit showed life on the University campus
without men and Phi Alpha’s skit was
adapted from the play “ Our Town.”
The Wildcat Show Band, under the
direction of Prof. David Smith, played
during the scene changes and intermis
sions. Burt W olfe, President of Blue
Key, was the Master of Ceremonies for
the show.
Money for Scholarship
The proceeds from Stunt Night will
be used toward next year’s Blue Key
Scholarship which is given to a needy
student. Some of it will also be used
for an Easter Basket to be given to a
poor family in the region.
Last year’s first place Stunt _ Night
winners were Acacia and Alpha X i Delta.

Glee Clubs Present
Combined Concert
A concert b y the com bined Uni
versity Glee Club is to be held in
Murkland Auditorium
on
Sunday,
March 27, at 8 p.m. George Faulkner
will direct the w om en’s GJee Club and
Janice Andrew will accompany it. The
M en’s Glee Club will be directed by
Robert Garretson w ith'D avid Goodwin
as accompanist. Patricia Crompton
will play the organ.
Sotne of the music that will be pre
sented by the W om en ’s Glee Club is
the “ Saint M ary M agdalene” with
Anne M cCarty as the soprano solo,
“ The Bluebird” with Mary Lunt_ sing
ing the soprano solo, four epitaphs
com posed by Robert Marston, profes
sor of music, and “ N ow Is The Month
of M aying” .
The M en’ s Glee Club will sing Soon
Ah W ill Be D one; O L ig h t" D ivine;
Brothers, Sing O n; Stout Hearted
M en; All Through The N ight; and
Y o u ’ll Never W alk Alone. The com 
bined Glee Clubs will sing O Love So
Brief; My Lord, W hat a W om an ; and
Onward, Y e Peoples. In addition Nat
alie Ayer will be heard in a violincello
solo. Adm ission is free, and all are
cordially invited to attend.

of New Hampshire, has given his en
dorsement to 1955’s Conference On
Religion In College Life, it was an
nounced by the steering committee this
week. Also, this week, the committee
announced the names of the speakers
who will address the conference.
In endorsing the conference, Gov.
Dwinell stated, “ This should be not
only an interesting session but an ex
tremely important one in helping our
youth to determine and understand the
importance and necessity of beginning
religious
thinking before
reaching
adulthood. I feel so often that there is
a tendency to postpone the acceptance
of this vital factor in our lives until
our characters are shaped whereas in
reality it should be the influence of re
ligion which should take part in the
formation of our characters.. . ”
. Addressing the conference, to be
held April 30-May 1 at the Rolling
Ridge Conference Center in North
Andover, Mass., will be Dr. Peter
Bertocci and Dr. Donald Harrington.
Dr. Bertocci is a Professor of Philos
ophy at Boston University and the
author of various books. His latest,
“ The Human Venture in Sext> Love,
and M arriage” , has enjoyed wide cir
culation on college campuses and has
received excellent critical reviews. Dr.
Donall Harrington is minister of The
Community Church of New Y ork City.
H e is nationally famous not only as a
preacher but also as a community or
ganizer. These outstanding speakers
will address the conference on April 30.
Returns on interest cards was excel
lent, the steering committee stated,
and invitations will be sent out in the
near future. A n y student who wishes
to attend the conference should call 47
or visit the C O R IC L office at 205
N.H . Hall.

Suzanne Bloch Uses Voice PI us
Lute To Charm Blue and Whiters
N ext W edn esd ay evening at 8 p.m. in N ew H am pshire H all the
Blue and W h ite Series will present their final artist of the 1944-1955
program . T h e only concert artist accom panying herself on the au
thentic 19-stringed lute in the rendition o f M edieval, Renaissance and
Elizabethan songs, Suzanne B loch presents one of the m ost fascin
ating and novel entertainments available in the m usic w orld.
For many years Miss Bloch, who has
trained lutenists in the East, has been
the principal concert performer on the
American continent at this instrument.
She is also a brilliant player on the
early keyboard instrument, the virginals,
and is considered one of the outstanding
exponents of the best recorder playing.
Miss Bloch has adapted a charming voice
as an ensemble instrument to use to her
own lute accompanist for performance of
the beautiful literature of lute songs
which once marked so high a point in
musical culture.
Daughter of the famous composer,
Ernest Bloch, Suzanne’s first training
was as a pianist. In her teens this con
cert equipment was turned to various key
board instruments of an earlier day. At
19 she won first prize in a Paris contest
for women composers; in recent years
she has had orchestral performances in.
New York by Leonard Bernstein and
Leon Barzin.
While studying composition abroad, the
young musician became so interested^ in
the great repertoire of earlier centuries,
largely neglected in her own- and recent
times, that she turned to the study of
lute tablature to review for herself this
once-cherished literature. From there she
became determined to acquire a lute, and
the lute technique for performance of
this music, and to become adept at other

instruments of the Medieval and Renais
sance periods. As a girl she took part
in the Haslemere, England, festivals of
the Dolmefcsch family as lutenist, singer,
virginals and recorder player, and even
as a dancer, and on her return to the
United States she began a solo career
which now takes her on annual coast-tocoast tours, and into Canada, continu
ally in the East and South, and now also
outside the Continent itself.
Press Praises Miss Block
Donald Steinfirst of the Pittsburg
Post-Gazette on Jan. 31^ 1952 wrote,
“ One of the most fascinating and novel
entertainments available in the music
world. Miss Bloch’s technique is prodi
gious, for the lute, the recorder and the
virginals are unlike in technical demands.
In each instrument she is at home, al
ways musical, never overplaying the na
tural delicacy of either the medium or
the music.” The Los Angeles Times on
Feb. 9, 1953 recorded, “ Miss Bloch is
one of the few people today who have
resurrected the lost art of playing the
lute and achieved a degree of mastery
on this instrument which might well
compare to the kind found in its heyday.
She also brings with her a vast knowl
edge of historical fact which testifies
to intensive and loving research. To
round out these accomplishments and
(Continued on Page 8)

With this in mind, he has forged ahead
with seeming ruthlessness, determined to
free himself from the scourge of poverty.
His idealistic daughter, Barbara, played
alternate nights by Nancy Nichols and
Ruth Richardson, is upset by her father’s
seeming indifference to the suffering in
the world and his concern with money.
The M en’ s Inter-D orm itory Council She sees in the Salvation Army an or
has aplied for membership in The Nat ganized resistance to both spiritual and
ional Independent Students’ A ssocia material poverty.
tion. The action was taken at the last
Question of Ethics
meeting of the Council.
N IS A was organized nearly twenty
Barbara is somewhat shaken, however,
years ago by Dean A rn o N ow otny, when she finds that the money to keep
University of T exas; Dean Fred H. the Salvation Army going comes from
Turner, University o f Illinois; and the wealthy capitalists she has so con
James F. Findlay, then Dean at the demned. She is then faced with questions
University of Oklahoma and now Pres of ethics which will determine whether
ident of Drury College. The A ssocia or not she shall go on with her work,
tion now has m ore than a hundred and whether she will marry a fellow
chapters in colleges and universities idealist, Adolphus Cusins (played by Nel
throughout the United States.
son Barden), who is facing the same
The National Independent Students’ problems.
Association serves to unite organiza
The other characters include Salvation
tions of Independent Students and to Army members, irrepressible cockneys,
give them the advantages that come and blase Englishmen of the upper-middle
through fellowship with ether inde class. Stephen, Barbara’s brother, is
pendents. Through national and re played by Donn H am el; Lomax, a comic
gional conventions, newsletters, and relief, is Fred W ooster; Snobby Price
joint projects, N IS A provides real help portrayed by Jim Budd; the “poor but
to individual organizations.
honest” (as opposed to Undershaft),
“ Membership in the N IS A will be a Peter Shirley is C. A . Van der H euvel;
big asset to our organization,” said Bill, the vigorous cockney, is Cliff Rich
Chuck Phillips, President of I.D.C. er; Larry Miller plays M orrison; George
“ By uniting with other colleges and Perry plays Bilton.
universities, we will now have the op
portunity to learn how their organiza
Cast and Directors
tions are established and governed,
In
the
brisk
and witty role of Lady
what problems they have, and to have
Bitomart is Ann Schwer alternating with
our own problems aired. W e also hope
that it will be possible to be repre Priss Flagg; Mrs. Baines is played by
sented at the com ing national conven Ann Sherburne and Mary Lee Reed;
Sarah, Barbara’s sister, is Judy Record
tion at Colorado A & M .”
and Ann Chase; the loveable Jenny is
played by Julie Van Deusen and Kay
Matsis; Rummie is Ellie W olf son and
Miki Newman; Milton Pappas is an
extra.
Heading the backstage activities are
Phil Sanborn, stage manager; Vera Slipp,
backstage secretary; Mary Ann Holt,
R aym on d C. M agrath, w ho has been treasurer of the U niversity publicity; Nancy True, costumes; Dick
of N ew H am pshire since 1927, has been elected to the new ly-created Poulin, lighting; Barbara Butterfield,
post of com ptroller and business officer of T u fts C ollege by the props; Leonard Philbric, scenery; and
Micki Levi, make-up.
C ollege Trustees.
Faculty advisors for the production
Mr. Magrath will be in charge of all
sently, he is on the Joint Committee of are J. Donald Batcheller and Alec Finthe business affairs of the College, in
Business Officers of the American Land layson. Student directors are Bill Brad
cluding the financial operations of the
Grant College Association. The author ley and Ann Danforth, with Cynthia
Medical and Dental Schools at the New
of articles in various magazines, Mr. Varrell and Ann Johnson prompting.
England Medical Center in Boston, as
Magrath is a member of the American
well as the undergraduate and graduate
Legion and a Mason.
Junior Prom
schools on the Medford campus. He will
U N H Loss, Tufts Gain
be assisted by C. Russell DeBurlo, as
Plans are now underway to make
Edward D. Eddy, Jr., acting president
sistant to the president, who has been of the University, issued a statement “ Rhythm in B lue” a successful Junior
budget officer since 1949.
from Durham: “ The University has ac Prom theme. A t a recent meeting of
Mr. Magrath, a native of Marlboro,
cepted with the deepest regret the resig the class of 1956, committees were
Mass., and a graduate of Burdette Col nation of our Treasurer, Mr. Raymond drawn up and Ken D odge, class pres
lege, started his career as secretary to C. Magrath. In the history of this in ident, brought out the need for the as
the business manager of the Northfield
stitution, the devoted efforts of a few sistance and cooperation of the entire
Schools in 1916. After serving with the men have been largely responsible for the class in order to make this a success.
33rd Engineers, A.E.F., during W orld
development of its high standards and It must be realized that juniors will
W ar I, he became chief clerk at the Uni quality. Raymond Magrath stands high be assessed for the financial loss next
versity of New Hampshire in 1920, busi in that group. Although his work has year if they don’t all pitch in and help
ness secretary in 1923, and treasurer in been largely in the area of finances, he this year. The prom will feature one
1927. He also remained business secre has stressed in his every action the de- of the top bands in the nation and a
tary until 1938.
full story will appear next week.
( continued on page 5)
Held Many Posts
Prominent in state affairs in New
Hampshire, Mr. Magrath served on the
N. H. Flood Control Council, the N. H.
Disaster Emergency Commission and the
N. H. Merit System Council.
He is former president of the Eastern
Association of College and University
Business Officers, and also former presi
dent of the N. H. Chapter of the Na
tional Assoc, of Cost Accountants. Pre-

I D C Seeks Berth

In National Group

Magrath Leaves Treasurer’s Post
After Serving 28 Years at U N H

Bravo, Acacia

Official Notices
A ll students are responsible
o f n otices appearing here.

fo r

k now ledge

Absence before and after vacation.
Students absent from classes during the
period from 12 noon on Friday, April
1, to 12 noon on Saturday, April 2, or
from 8 a.m. Tuesday, April 12, to
8 a.m. W ednesday, April 13, will be
subject to a $5 fine. See Rule 10.17 in
the official Rules Book.
Train Schedule. The 7 p.m. a~d 9:45
p.m. trains out of Boston on M onday,
April 11 will stop in Durham.
English C, Improvement of Reading,
will be offered M onday, W ednesday,
and Friday beginning March 28, at the
hour available to the largest number
of applicants. All students interested in
im proving their reading speed and
comprehension are urged to take ad
vantage of this opportunity. Sign up
for this course in Murkland 118 (E n g 
lish Dept, office) immediately.

T H R E E C IG A R E T T E A D M E N *, in the performance that won Acacia
first place in Stunt Night, sing out their solution to the problem of sagging
cigarette sales, caused by embarassing facts from impartial research. The dis
consolate sales men from four companies finally resolved the problem by going
where all the money was— in research. From left to right, the L.S.M.F.T*
salesmen above are Dave Gowens, Dick Parnigoni, and Bob Kany.
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New Approach Needed . . .
M ay we take this time and space to extend our sincere congratu
lations to tw o groups of people — the winners of this year’s Stunt
Nite, and especially to the ju dges of the contest.
Judging seven skits is no simple task in itself for the appeal of
each one is so different that the evaluative basis is hard to estab
lish. O ne cannot count on just hum or for this eliminates any serious
action from the contest at the very outset. One cannot count just
the spectacle for the m ost simple skit m ay possess richer qualities.
But, the judges can, and have, ju dged on originality, audience
response, and the continuity of the show.
A fter exam ining the w inning skits tipis year and last, tw o things
are noticed. First— none of the eight skits w inning trophies in
these tw o years has endeavored to alter the physical structure of the
participants to any great degree, and second none of the skits poked
dishonoring fun at any group within or outside the U niversity.
H u m or meant only for one group o f people, at the expense of an
other is not w inning hum or any m ore. T h e judges are to be thanked
for forcin g the participants to write scripts of higher quality and
less horse-play. There is far more to a g ood Stunt than just making
som e people laugh and hurting others. Stunt Nite is fast developing
into a contest of im agination and skill, com bining to produce a show
of high calibre, not a girlie act.
C onfusing as the nom enclature of the event m ay be, as expressed
by a student so aptly, “ T h e connotation of Stunt Nite leads people to
think of it as a spectacle.” Th e judges are changing this connotation
and the change should be realized by the participants. U ntil this
is true, we feel the com petition w ill be limited from the outset.
W e certainly hope the judges will not change their evaluative
m ethods, and we hope equally fervently that all the participants will
endeavor to com e up to this new standard in the com in g years.

. . . Can Spring Be Far . . .
W e happened to notice the edition number of this issue and were
rudely jarred from our com placency. One half of the sem ester has al
ready been entered into the great ledger upstairs, and it hardly seems
yesterday we sluggishly em erged from the b lood y arena euphem istic
ally called Finals. W h ich brings one to thinking that perhaps it
w ould be a good time to make a survey of one’s academ ic accom plish
ments, or lack thereof, of the semester and prepare for the onslaught
w hich isn’t too far ahead.
W e d on ’t think we are as bad off as the chap to w hom we hap
pened to mention h ow fast the sem ester was flying by. H e looked up
with a bem used expression on his face and said, “ Gad, mid-sem ester
and I haven ’t even started g o in g to classes yet.” A h well, we hope he
en joys his new tailor w ho specializes in olive drab.
So with the com in g of the harbinger of spring and the tollin g of
the bell we just rem em bered w e have an exam tom orrow , so w e’d
better scram.

More Than Money
W h en a man has served at any post since 1927, even if it is
on ly as a machinist in the impersonal w orld of industry, his asso
ciates regard him as a vital organ of their plant. But when a man
has devoted that part of his life to his job as treasurer of a grow in g
university, his sudden departure is felt b y everyone connected with
that university.
The U niversity is losin g Mr. R aym ond C. M agrath to Tufts
C ollege where he w ill assume the duties of com ptroller and business
officer. Mr. M agrath was appointed to this new post as a part of j
T u ft’s plan for the steady im provem ent of their financial standing.
A lth ou gh he is noted m ostly for his financial ability, Mr.
M agrath has been outstanding in w ork ranging from executive sec
retary of the N ew H am pshire F lood C ontrol Council in 1936 to
m agazine article writing, which he still does.
Mr. E dd y expressed the U niversity’s regret in accepting the re
signation of such a talented and experienced man and said “ he has
stressed in his every action the desire for g ood educational op portu 
nity for the you n g people of N ew H am pshire.”
T h e N ew H am pshire speaks for the student body when it wishes
Mr. M agrath the utm ost success in his new position and mourns the
loss of an integral part o f the U niversity.

O a f of the W e e k

The
“ Spring has sprung, the grass has
riz .. ” is som eone’s warped notion of
poetry, but in reality by today the sun
will have passed some sort of mystic
celestial equinox which signifies the
com ing of Spring, and with it a series
of problems. As the snow melts last
winter’s supply of beer bottles comes
to light and small rivers of water gush
along our walks making walking seem
like hitch-hiking in Venice. M ore im
portant, however, is the return of
flowers, leaves, and grass.

Paul

*

*
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*

Fantasy of a young girl and the
world of dreams is portrayed by Leslie
Caron and Mel Ferrer in the techni
color Lili.
*
*
*
Stalag 17 brings W illiam Holden and
Mr. Strausse humorously portraying
the humorous stage show of the same
name. W ar and humor mixed with
finesse.
*
*
*
The Moon is Blue is high adult com 
edy again starring W illiam Holden
with a watchful eye on a cute little
touch of Ireland by the name of M ag
gie MacNamara.' David Niven has
some of the best lines of the decade
with his curvatious daughter Dawn
Adams providing the hypotenuse.
*
*
*
For the foreign representation, Alec
Guinness portrays eight characters in
this one flick entitled, Kind Hearts and
Coronets. Guinness took the American
audience by storm with this flick about
the ladder to dukedom.
*
*
*
Some o f the finest swashbuckling
ever filmed is provided for by Stewart
Granger in The Prisoner of Zenda.
Com posedly watching the duel on the
theater balcony is beautiful Deborah
Kerr. All in all, everyone should be
pleased by one of these revivals, if not
all.

W ilson

Sullivan

The Place Where Louie Dwells
W h en we were y ou n g and twenty, the radioactive fall-out was
four thousand square miles, and we sang “ Y ou A re M y Sunshine,”
because that was the on ly son g anyone knew to the end. W h en the
room got sm oky we m um bled som ething about bein g very sorry to
leave so early, and walked. Just to walk, to walk as far and as long
as one could, or g o to the apartment, where there was a lamp with
a green shade, and coffee. . . .
Kick a beer can, and another beer can
aside, and think of the afternoon. Third
honorary society. You are like that. You
are most honorable. But they were all,
all honorable men. . . . The old man with
the cigar said you wear white bucks be
cause they get dirty, and the dirtier they
get the more downright all-American boy
you got to be . . . but they were all
honorable, one and all, with liberty and
justice for just about everyone you could
think of. W e had H-bombs. W hy not
white bucks? And was it always raining
in midnight college towns ? . . .

Flick o f the W ick

ter. It’s amarvelous portrayal
ried life.

‘ W e have a guest lecturer in American History today.’

by

Every Spring since time began and
men began organizing there has been
the problem of walking on the grass
rather than on walks. Durham being
no exception to the human world as
much as some would like to make it,
has its problems in these respects. So
as Spring comes we find the ground
crew out replacing what few of their
red snow plow signal pipes that can be
located after the ravages of college stu
dents, with lines of smaller pipes and
wires to keep students off the lawns.
This seems hardly in conform ity with
. . . Spectacled scholars in Frank Buck
the maturity level college students are hats poked around the ruins of ancient
supposed to have, but such is the prov
places and remembered things. What
ince of editorial writers.
would they remember about us ? That we
So many of the wires and pipes are had a pill for everything? That we were
torn up by students that near East
kissing-sweet? Bathroom culture, some
Hall the only way in which a barrier
could be retained was to anchor it to one had said . . . W e feed our doggy
the very foundations of the building. thrivo; he’s very much alivo. . . .
This has served well since to tear up
This was the age of “ No Comment.”
the pipes it will be necessary to tear This was the era of silent professors and
down East Hall, not an altogether un silent students. Scared stiff. Scared silly.
pleasant prospect, but a most unprac
Mother said the rust-colored drapes
tical one. Unfortunately most areas on
would go nicely with the green walls.
campus are not as easily arranged.
The phonograph would go here, and the
Likewise since our walks cannot run proctor said: “ You like that kinda’ stuff,
in straight lines forever, although we
huh?” And you laughed over Shaw, . . .
sometimes think that they do when
going up toward the library in a stiff an dthought it didn’t matter two hoots
wind, we must accept the reality of that he thought the Ford Foundation was
corners. Where there is a corner there the illegitimate son o f Karl Marx and
is the inviting temptation of a short Betsy Ross. . . .
cut. This is the crux of our problem.
Wind beat the night air, and inkSpring cometh again in the ever mist clouds rushed back toward the town.
lasting chain of nature and with it The cold felt good on your cheeks, for
comes
the usual opportunity
for there was much spring in it, and be
blazing journalism efforts across the cause you were hot from the cheap wine
country where campuses grow grass
and students wear shoes. Durham will you were happy to be in the wind. Every
have its share for many years because one back there, except the marvellous and
students are thoughtless enough to undiscouraged little hacks who would
think that just one simple short-cut push their memorization up to one o’clock,
by one student will not harm matters. was asleep.
This is true, but when som e 300 indi
. . . The subjects barely touched, the
viduals believe this the effect is som e
thing like a rice field after an elephant 1930 books with the pages still uncut,
stampede. If we may suggest a little the books half read, the professors so
thought by each in this; besides the dampened by mediocrity they had for
mud on shoes isn’t worth the time gotten how to disagree. The curves that
saved— we know— we used to use made you tall because the others were so
Kappa Sigma’s popular lawn path
short. First prize in oratory at the old
once!
church where Sam Adams spoke. First
out of fifteen high schools. And they
gave you ten dollars and a book about
peace in our time. Ivy on the walls and
most likely to succeed. J . .
W e interrupt this program to bring
By Jack Hill
you a special bulletin from Taipei, For
mosa— : President C'hiang announced to
Joseph Mankiewicz who has written
day. . . . This is the way the world
“ A ll About E v e ” , “ A Letter to Three
W iv e s” brings us a story about the ends, not with a bang, but a Chiang. . . .
w orld’s most beautiful woman, The Here we go ’round the Sygman Rhee,
Barefoot Contessa. Humphrey Bogart Syngman Rhee, Syngman Rhee. But how
and Ava Gardner star. in this techni much better were the Trotskys and the
color flick and are up to their usual Stalins? They had killed progress, be
level. A 3.0 to a well-executed flick.
cause they hid behind the liberal banner
with what was, after all, the latest form
*
*
*
W ith revival week starting Saturday, of tyranny. All those decent idealistic
I find it impossible to rate these flicks fools who died in Spain, and the ones
separately in fear of becom ing m onot who didn’t die suspected . .. when the
onously repetitious. They all average communists hated freedom no less than
out to a 3.5 and are highly entertain- Franco hated it. And now, ladies and
gentlemen, on popular demand we proud
able.
*
*
*
ly present Yalta again.
A war picture introduces the week
. . . By the tables down at M orey’s,
with Jack Hawkins and Donald Sinden they are singing. In singing there is a
telling the story of Nicholas M onsar- gaudy, damp escape. Sing, sing. Drink,
rat’s corvette in The Cruel Sea,.
drink. Escape, escape. “ Have you heard

In accordance with our p olicy o f printing all the news that’s fit
to print, we have once again elected the person w hom we consider
*
*
*
to be the biggest O af of the W eek . This w eek’s vote goes to M ary
A drama with humor is told by the
L ou Sprague, new ly elected president of Pan-H ellenic Council.
husband-wife team, Rex Harrison and
She hasn’t done anything yet — we just wanted to get re a d y !
Lili Palmer, starring in TheFour Pos

" H \ lju t

O bserver

the one about. . . .” Up in the apart
ment we had one mouse, but he ran
away, because he was starving to death.
But the Secretary of the Treasury gave
clear indication today that aid to Asia
had taken a back seat in the Eisenhower
Administration. What hadn’t? There
would be SE A TO instead. It looked so
damned good on paper. Goody. And
hadn’t the President had the courage to
be patient, and assure a war-weary world

that in the next war we would hit
industrial centers with bullet precision?
. . . The gold of her hair and the touch
of her hand. They are not wrong to live
from one party to the next. . . .
. . _. But every new fact, every new
fact just adding to the chaos. Every
thing was there, but nothing added up.
The few who did know were too busy
being clever. The important thing was
to go fast, to sit in the reference room,
blow a big bubble in your gum, snap it,
and go fast. . . . H ow ’d you do on the
exam? . . ; Nothing else but the sound
of three eight-o’clock classes brushing
their teeth while civilization hangs be
tween Quemoy and ‘I’m sorry, but you’ve
exceeded your quota of cuts.” . . .
. . . “ I wish I were an apple on a
tree. . . . To fight for freedom . . . but
it was stupid to think you could estab
lish democracy by shooting a hungry
Asian. But why worry about being sent
to_ Formosa when the power of positive
thinking— : Dice finely three chapters
from Isaiah. Bring to a slow simmer.
Fold in three verses from Luke. Parboil.
After cooling, frost carefully with Eddie
Rickenbaeker’s three-point program for
relaxation. The sponsors wish to an
nounce that any relationship between this
and Christianity is purely coincidental___
If I were an apple on a tree, Thoreau
would take a bite out of me. . . .
. . . Crazy, mixed-up Thoreau. He built
a cabin Jn the woods and thought he
solved his problem because he ran away
from it. Plato built this word-republic on
aristocracy, because democracy was a
super-duper fake that had killed Socrates.
Walter Lippmann says we’re through
unless we submit to the Middle Ages.
T. S. Eliot says Christian culture is
impossible unless we get rid of freethinking Jews. . . . But Jesus was a Jew
who thought freely about traditions, and
he’d feel more at home in a modern
synagogue than in any of our two hun
dred Christian churches. . . . Eliot was
an ass, and what was worse an erudite
ass who could write, and publish his
priyate indigestions. And it was a lot
easier to tack a cross on a church than
to hang on one. . . .
. . . Give me an “ A ” , and a “ T ” , and
an “ O ”, and an “ M ” ! What have you
got? . . . Simply that the world is too
much with us, he said, and he drank
Dubonnet, because he had always liked
Dubonnet, and now he quite agreed
that psychology was all screwed up. H e’d
go to his classes and they were all
screwed up. Once upon a time, he would
go into a library and feel overwhelmed
by all the books he hadn’t read. But
they were all screwed up, too. Right
oblique, harch! . . .
Clear. If you know how it is when
it clears after midnight March rain,
you know how fresh and dark-pure every
thing is. Maple branches are dampfleshy-cool, and you want to bite them.
Earth is moist black. And if it is
March wind in a -blue field, you feel as
though you’re in a geologic age. The
open field through the pine arch has
dinosaur tracks, and eons rush by. And
you feel about two. And when you think
of the Milky Way men seem very small.
At the river edge, you feel the black-cool
water whisoer through your fingers,
and are close to where you began.

G. E. Plan
The General Electric Corporation
has initiated a unique plan for the sub
sidy of colleges and universities by big
business. A ccordin g to the program,
General Electric will match any gifts
made to accredited institutions by their
employees with money drawn from the
com pany’s Educational and Charitable
Fund.
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Statler Welcomes

|Going,

Going, Gone

Anti-W ar Crusader

U N H Duo Discuss

Pinned: Alicia M acGregor, New
England Deaconess, to Jerry G oodchild, Phi Mu Delta; Ralph O. M osely,
The H otel Greeters and Prof. R ay S A E to Grace Orchard, Durham.
mond R. Starke travelled to the Stat
Engaged: Virene Robohm , Tufts, to
ler H otel in Hartford, Conn. for their
8th annual H otel-F or-A -D ay
trip. Art Valicenti, Theta Chi; Fay Foster,
This was their off-campus training in Smith, to Frank Kimball, U.S. Arm y.
hotel
maintainence
and
operation.
Tw enty-six students who participated Barnard Receives Commission
in this occasion were assigned special
Carl Arthur Barnard of W indham
duties of the hotel which included jobs
from the Senior Assistant manager, Depot, New Hampshire received his
sales manager, auditors, steward, chef, commission as Second Lieutenant in
chief engineer, and even down to the the Artillery and was sworn in by Lt.
basement as the laundry superinten Col. T roy A. Barker, P M S T from the
dent. Having attended classes on hotel University of New Hampshire. Lieu
management, this gave the students tenant Barnard graduated from the
University in January of this year. His
actual practice in their careers.
first assignment in the military service
Impressing Tour
will be that of attendance at the A r
The group left U N H on Friday
tillery School, Fort Bliss, El Paso,
after,noon, March 11, and planned to
Texas on April 4.
arrive at the Statler about 8 p.m. That
night several took a tour of the hotel hotel. Although the groups were as
and many were impressed at the com  signed specific duties, they were given
plexities of it. This is the newest Stat every opportunity to look into other
ler. Although it opened in October, jobs and to ask questions which in
it has not been completed. It has the cluded those from service to the me
'latest features and conveniences— even chanics and lighting of the building.
to the Terrace Dining Room .
They enjoyed luncheon at the T er
Question and Answer Period
race R oom with the department heads
T h ose with the night duty began and at the same time observed a fash
their work at 11 p.m. Saturday m orn ion show.
The group were given their lodging
ing, the group met with the department
heads for a breakfast banquet and were and meals. The general chairman for
officially welcom ed and were given an this was Bob Chase who received Prof.
explanation on the management of the Starke’ s guidance.

Aspiring Managers

OnCampus

Blindness on T V
T w o staff members of the University
of New Hampshire appeared on a tel
evision program demonstrating the v o
cational and recreational abilities o f
the blind, on Feb. 27.
The program, entitled “ Seeing W ith 
out V ision ” , featured Miss Norma E.
Farrar, Project Director of the Office
of University Development and C o-or
dinator of Religious Activities, and
Frederick M. Jervis, psychologist in
the University Counseling Service.
In order to make blindness more un
derstandable to people and to show
that although it hampers, it does not
restrict a person totally, Miss Farrar
and Mr. Jervis explained the impor
tance of such aids as braille and seeing
eye dogs. They discussed the creative
abilities of the blind and their wide
range of possible occupations and rec
reation.
The program was one o f a weekly
series put on by Prof. Johnathan Karas
of the Department of Physics at the
University of New Hampshire.

Outing Club Trips
March 26-27 — H ey K ids!! Our
gala annual weekend W hite W ater
Canoeing Trip will be leaving the
Notch Saturday, March 26 at 12:30
p.m. This is an experience that no ca
noeing enthusiast should miss. The
leaders, Puffy Nissen and Bob M cEwen, will lead the trip to the Piscataquaw River in New Boston, N.H .
March 26 — Swing your partner
over in D over this Saturday night.
Transportation will leave the Notch
for the Square Dance at 8:00 p.m. So,
fellows, line up your favorite dates fast
for this event. The leaders are Nancy
Nichols, South and Curt McCrady,
Alexander.

Uftth

MaxShuIinan

(A u th o r o f "B a r e fo o t B o y W ith C heek,” etc .)

I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU
It is my earnest hope that an occasional column of mine has
pleased you enough to make you want to clip it out and keep it.
But I’m sure that being preoccupied with more important things
— like getting down to breakfast before your room-mate eats
all the marmalade — the impulse has passed and been forgotten.
So I am pleased now to report that the makers of Philip Morris
Cigarettes, bless their corporate hearts, have published a booklet
called M AX SHULMAN R E V ISITE D , which contains six of
my favorite columns, along w ith some brand new material, all
of this profusely illustrated-all of this available to you gratis
when you buy a couple of packs of Philip Morris at your favorite
tobacco counter on or near your campus.
B u t this is not the only news I’ve got for you today. Following
you will find a roundup of news highlights from campuses the
country over.
Southern Reserve University
Dr. Willard Hale Sigafoos, head of the department o f an
thropology at Southern Reserve University and internationally
known as an authority op primitive peoples, returned yesterday
from a four year scientific expedition to the headwaters of the
Amazon River. Among the many interesting mementos of his
journey is his own head, shrunk to the size of a kumquat. He
refused to revedl how his head shrinking was accomplished.
“ That’s fo r me to know and you to find out,” he said with a
tiny, but saucy grin.
Northern Reserve University
Dr. Mandrill Gibbon, head of the department of zoology at
Northern Reserve University and known to young and old for
his work on primates, announced yesterday that he had received
a grant of $80,000,000 for a twelve year study to determine
precisely how much fun there is in a barrel of monkeys.
Whatever the results of Dr. Gibbon’s researches, this much
is already known: what’s more fun that a barrel of monkeys is
a pack of Philip Morris. There’s zest and cheer in every puff,
delight in every draw, content and well-being in every fleecy,
flavorful cloudlet. And, what’s more, this merriest of cigarettes,
king-size and regular, comes in the exclusive Philip Morris
Snap-Open pack. A gentle tug on the tab and the package pops
obligingly open. A gentle push on the open pack and it silently
folds itself back, sealing in the savory vintage tobacco until
you are ready to smoke again.
Eastern Reserve University
The annual meeting of the American Philological Institute,
held last week at Eastern Reserve University, was enlivened
by the reading of two divergent monographs concerning the
origins of early Gothic “ runes,” as letters of primitive alphabets
are called.
Dr. Tristram Lathrop Spleen, famed fa r and wide as the
discoverer of the High German Consonant Shift, read a paper
in which he traced the origins of the Old Wendish rune “ pt”
(pronounced “ krahtz” ) to the middle Lettic rune “ g r” (pro
nounced “ albert” ) . On the other hand, Dr. Richard Cummerbund
Twonkey, who, as the Whole world knows, translated The Pajama
Game into Middle High Bactrian, contended in his paper that
the Old Wendish rune “ pt” derives from the Low Erse rune “ m f”
(pronounced “ g r” ).
W ell, sir, the discussion grew so heated that Dr. Twonkey
finally asked Dr. Spleen if he would like to step into the gym
nasium and put on the gloves. Dr. Spleen accepted the challenge
promptly, but .the contest was never held because there were
no gloves in the gymnasium that would fit Dr. Twonkey.
(T h e reader is doubtless fin d in g this hard to b elieve as
Eastern Reserve University is celebrated the length and breadth
o f .the land for the size of its glove collection. However, the reader
is asked to remember that Dr. Twonkey has extraordinarily
small hands and arms. In fact, he spent the last war working
in a small arms plant, ivhere he received two Navy “ E ” Awards
and was widely hailed as a “ manly little chap.” )
© M ax Shulman, 1955

The makers o f PHILIP MORRIS, sponsors o f this column, urge you
to get to your tobacco store soon for your copy o f M A X SHULMAN
REVISITED . The supply is limited.

John Haffert Lectures Tonight
On Russia’s Peaceful Conversion
John M. H affert, of W ashington, N. J., noted author and lec
turer, will speak here this evening at 7 :30 in Murkland A uditorium
under the sponsorship of the N ewm an Club and the Blue A rm y
Crusaders. Mr. H affert is the National Com m ander of the Blue
A rm y and editor of S O U L magazine, the official A m erican publica
tion of the Blue A rm y.
The Blue Army is a crusade aimed at
attaining world peace and the conversion
of Russia using prayer and sacrifice only
as its weapons. In his talk, Mr. Haffert,
will discuss how this may be possible
as was predicted at Fatima, Portugal in
1917 when The Blessed Virgin appeared
to three young children. The movie,
“ Miracle of Fatima,” which depicted the
apparitions to the three children, was
based on happenings which Haffert Will
explain. Tw o of the children have since
died but the third, “ Lucia,’’ is still living
and is now a cloistered nun in F'rance.
Mr. Haffert is the only American layman
to haye spoken with her. He recently had
another interview with her and will dis
cuss this in his talk tonight.
World Renowned
He is considered one of the world’s
outstanding authorities on the subject
of Fatima, where he has visited six times.
On October 13, 1951, he spoke to
1,300,000 people gathered there for the
closing of the Holy Year. The individa!
audiences of his personal appearance lec
tures in this .country and Europe also
total over a million.
Mr. Haffert was born in Southern New
Jersey, the son of a publisher. He gave
up a chance to enter his father’s firm to
devote his life to the apostolate. He
snent 17 years in public and private
schools, majored in philosophy and mas
tered six languages.
Third Printing of Book
His most famous book, “ Russia W ill
Be Converted,” now in its third printing,
is being translated into German and
French, and extensive parts have been
published in various forms in many parts
of the world, including Africa, and a
serialized version in a Paris newspaper.
He has also written “ Mary In Her Scap
ular Promise” and “ From A Morning
Prayer”—both best sellers in their field;
“ A Letter From Lisieux,” a biography
of a Sister of St. Therese, and “ The
Peacemaker,” is a biography of Blessed
Nun’ Alverez Pereria.

In 1947 Haffert brought the famous
“ Pilgrim Virgin” statue to the United
States where it was seen and honored
by millions. He also was instrumental
in getting a Pilgrim Virgin statue into
(continued on page 8)

Ideal
Honeymoon

YO U R

In Your Own Priuate Cottage
V Only honeymooners, just 12
couples at a time, can come to this
haven in the hills. Graduates o f
562 colleges have found it the per
fect way to start life together. Just
you two in your own secluded cot
tage, with wonderful meals (break
fast till 11:00) at the oldtime farm
house. Recreation and sports when
you wish, with other couples you’ll
really enjoy. Mention dates, w e 'l l
send you “Three Honeymoon
P lans.”

The Farm on the Hill
Box 73

S W IFT W A T E R 1 0 , P A .

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London

buttons
and beaus
B M 0 C and back
bench boys — go
for A F T E R S IX
formals. Styling
so trim , fit so
"natural” "stainshy" finish so safe
from spots! For
more fu n —go

Yardley brings you
months and months of shaving luxury London style
From London, the world’s center of fashions for men, comes
the Yardley Shaving Bowl. This distinguished soap — im
ported from England and packaged in America — should give
you up to six months of shaving luxury. The rich lather
wilts the beard, soothes the face and softens the skin in
wondrous fashion. At your campus store, $1.25. Makers and
’ Ltributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.
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There's Still Spring Skiing

Chem. Fraternity Has Initiation Banquet
M U Chapter o f Alpha Chi Sigma,
the national professional chemistry
fraternity, held its annual initiation
banquet last Thursday night at the
New City H otel in Rochester. Dr.
H enry G. Kuivila, Associate Professor
o f Chemistry and Advisor to the chap
ter received a gift in appreciation of
his service.
Andrew F. Kehoe, ’55 Chemistry
Engineer, was awarded the Elliot Jew
ell Award, which is presented annually
to the senior member of MU Chapter
who shows the greatest promise of
success in his professional career. The
decision is made by a faculty board.
Robert J. Barriault, ’57, received an
award for designing and making the
best pledge plaque.
Dr. George Haslerud, Associate
Professor of P sychology was guest
speaker at the banquet. H e recounted
some of his experiences in Japan where
he recently spent a year on Sabattical

leave, as a Fulbright lecturer at K yoto
University.
O f Japan and the Japanese, Dr.
Morning Schedule Mon.-Sat.
Haslerud said, “ They are an extremely
3
Sunrise Serenade
honest, well-behaved people who hold
5 N. H. Farm and H om e H our
a great respect and affection for their
3 Sign Off
parents. They are highly intelligent
and express an extraordinary appreci
Evening Schedule
ation for the beautiful in art and na
P.M. Thursday
ture. This love of beauty seems to stem
7:00 650 Club
in part from their environment. Japan
7:30 Beverly Bartlett Show
is one of the most beautiful and photo
8 : 00 All That’s New
genic countries of the world with its
8:30 Les Brown Show
colorful mountains, peaceful lakes and
8:45 Yotfr Lucky Strike
the ever-present, all-powerful sea. This
9:00 Spotlight on a Star
love of nature is an integral part of
9:30 The Cool Corner
their daily lives and is manifested in
10:00 Masterworks of Music
their many religion's. ” Dr. Haslerud il
lustrated these points by showing a 11:00 Music in Y our M ood
12:00 Sign O ff
number of excellent colored slides.
P.M. Friday
7:00 650 Club
7:30 T od a y ’s Tops
8:00 Fred Klose Show
9:00 Lullaby in Rhythm
9:30 Musical Night Train
A major event of the winter carnival 10:00 Masterworks of Music
was the dedication of the Harry Batch- 1 1 : 0 0 Music in Y our M ood
elder skating rink previously an 12:00 Sign O ff
nounced in this paper. The skating rink
P.M. Sunday
is the first major addition to the phys 7:00 Sunday Bops Concert
ical department since 1938. In his gen 7:30 Proudly W e Hail
erosity Mr. Batchelder also donated m
8:00 Selected Sounds
ice spraying cart and a snow blower. 8:30 Marylee Reid Show
The fine electric score board was given
9:00 Bill Scruton Show
by him in memory of his wife, the late 9:30 Focal on the Vocal
D orothy Bixby Batchelder.
10:00 Masterworks of Music
Being a benefactor of U N H isn’t his 11:00 Music in Y our M ood
full time job, however. He is a w hole 12:00 Sign O ff
sale manufacturor of ice, and is asso
P.M. Monday
ciated with the American Ice Co. of 7:00 650 Club
New Y ork and the Boston Ice Co.
7:30 June Gilman Show
8:00 Joanne Hengesch Show
8:n30 Stuart Alperin Show
9:00 Accent on Rhythm
9:30 M ickie Levi Show
10:00 Masterworks of Music
Music in Y our M ood
1 2 :0 0 Sign O ff

P.

E.Dept. W ork s

For Covered Rink

Meader’s
Flower Shop
Flowers for All Occasions
C orsages a Specialty
TEL., DOVER 158
10 Third Street

Dover, N. H.

Revealing Facts On The
Modern-Day Ski Resort
B y D erek H ein s

■ T he sky was a bright blue, and the pure white sn ow reflected
the warm sun with a dazzling brilliance. T h e temperature was just
about at the freezing mark, keeping the fresh new pow der snow
dry, but the sun made it warm enough for the skiers to take off
their heavy jackets and sweaters. Som e nature boys were even
show in g off their forearm muscles in their shirtsleeves.

That’s what skiing has become here in
New England, a showoff sport. The
skiers don’t ski for speed, they ski to
show (horn smooth and graceful they can
make their too numerous turns. They
go _ poking along, swinging beautiful
Chisties and parallels back and forth
The Reverend R oger W . Blanchard, from one side of the trail to the other,
Executive Secretary of the Division of blocking the track for the real skier
College W ork of the National Council who gets his thrills, not from showing
of Protestant Episcopal Churches, will everybody he can how precisely excel
preach next Sun., Mar. 27, at 6 p.m. lent his form is, but from the tingly
at St. G eorge’s Episcopal Ch,1rch. speed of his curving and bouncing
After a supper in Dallas Hall, he will descent. Now I’m not saying that the
again speak before the Canterbury snowbunny, putting on his first pair of
Club.
slats, should go bombing blindly down
The Reverend Blanchard, a member the slope, completely out of control, en
of the Executive Committee of the dangering the lives, welfare, and happi
Worlcj Student Christian Federation, ness of all sorts of people. He should
recently returned from Geneva, Swit first learn to ski. But once he gets a
zerland. He and other W S C F leaders start and a knowledge of the basic prin
visited Vienna, where they spoke with ciples and turns, he should try to com
leaders of the International Union of bine speed with his form and control as
Students. They then made a hurried he progresses in skill.
As I was saying, skiing has become a
trip through England and France, ob
serving student work in these two showoff sport. Or maybe I shouldn’t even
call it a sport, for some, the snowbun
countries.
nies, at least those of the highest order,
don t ski at all. These insignificant and
bothersome creatures do nothing. That’s
about the extent of it. They do nothing.
Therefore I shall label them “ Nothings”
for the purpose of convenience. But as
a matter of fact they aren’t a conveni
ence ; they’re one hell of a pain in the — .
T ob y Goodson, a sophom ore at They simply buy the weirdest costumes
P.M. Tuesday
U N H was presented with a ribbon and that they can find, and lounge about the
7:00 Music with Bill Uuimby
an engraved trophy Saturday, March ski area in the daytime and about the
7:30 Dave Solomon Show
19, for winning the Registered M organ lodge at night, getting in everyone’s way.
8:00 Caravan of Music
Championship with Silkolene, a M or Now when I made the profound state
8:30 Request Album
gan mare owned by the University of ment that these nothings were a pain
9:00 Buz Emerson Show
New Hampshire. The “ Banquet of in the — I should have also stated that
9:30 Memories in M elody
Cham pions” was held by the New there are exceptions to this case . Of
10:00 Masterworks of Music
Hampshire H orse and Trail Associa course there are. Now if this nothing
11:00 Music in Y our M ood
tion at the New Hampshire H ighway is female, beautiful, curvacious, and ex
12:00 Sign O ff
Hotel.
ceptionally friendly, she would be an ex
P.M. Wednesday
T o b y is a student in Animal H us ception. The more I contemplate it, the
7:00 T ops in Pops
bandry and takes riding under the more I realize that this creature would
8:00 Paula Kidder Show
be an exception in any society.
8:30 Billy May— Stan Kenton Show W om ens’ Physical Education Depart
Yes, there are a lot of showoff skiers
ment. She is secretary of Riding Club
8:45 Mystery M elody Time
arid is also a member of Riding Coun at the modern day ski area, there are
9:00 Western Roundup
cil, a gaverning board of Riding Club. real serious skiers, and there is yet an
9:30 M oonlight Serenade
Her interest in horses began at the other group, the workingman on skis,
10:00 Masterworks of Music
age of three. She was given a pony otherwise known as the ski instructor.
11:00 Music in Y our M ood
which she showed in the North Con If you see him giving an advanced les
12:00 Sign O ff
way H orse Show. T ob y furthered her son and he also has a beginner along
interest in horses at camp
at with him, it isn’t because he is so faith
school. Aside from her love of horses, fully industrious. You see, when he stands
she is interested in music and was also still he is instructing the advanced skier,
on her high school Varsity H ockey going through the motions of beautifully
Team, Basketball Team, and Baseball graceful parallels. But when he is mov
ing in a downward direction, he is in
Team.
Under the supervision o f the W o m  structing the beginner, creeping slowly
A two-day conference on rural life, ens’ Phys. Ed. Dept, and the Animal across the slope leaning into awkward
with emphasis on the needs of small in Husbandry Dept., T ob y was allowed snowplow turns. The real reason for this
dustry and problems in agriculture was to rake Silkolene home for the summer isn t that he believes the beginner needs
concluded at the University on Feb. 16. and school her for the summer shows. more instruction, but that he can’t do
Featured on the program were talks by
The awards that Silkolene won this anything but snowplow.
Vincent R. Dahlfred, Assistant Indus past summer leading up to the champ
Then there are others that can be pick
trial Director of the N. H. State Plan ionship are as follow s: Meridith H orse ed out to be carefully observed at any
ning and Development Commission, and Show— third in the open Morgan popular ski area. The sunbather who
Miss Barbara Marshall, operator of the Class; Reserve Champion in Stake distorts his ^face with globs of grease
Rockport, Mass., Sawdust Studio, who Class; Plymouth H orse Snow— Model is always lying around. And there is al
discussed small industry development.
M organ Second, Open M organ Third; ways a crowd that is stinking blind
Sponsored by the New Hampshire D over H orse Show— M organs under drunk raising all sorts of hell. When
Council of Churches in cooperation with 15 hands high Second, Stake Class this bunch gets on skis it’s all overnobody is safe then.
the Diocesan Office of the Catholic Rural Champion; N orthwood H orse Show
Life Conference and the University E x  Under 15 First, Stake Class Reserve
A day at the ski area is just one
big series of laughs if you look at things
tension Service, the conference was at Champion; Canaan Fair H orse Show
in the right way— just one big ball. When
tended by New Hampshire pastors.
Under 15 Third; Stake Class Third.
the crimson sun sets beyond the snow
capped mountain tops and spreads its
glowing rays in every direction, a skier
For The Best Food in Town
can honestly say_ that he has had a full
day. Or maybe it’s nearer the time the
Try '
sun rises the next morning and peeps
timidly in through the stained glass win
dows of the ski lodge bunkroom that he
can say this, and include everything.

11:00

'

Honor Guest Talks

To Durham Church

Goodson on Morgan

Takes Championship

Churches Sponsor
Industry Lectures

1 DARK SUIT +

1 NEW ARROW S0FT0NE SHIRT

= 1 WELL-DRESSED COLLEGE MAN
With dark suitings the big campus preference, Arrow introduces
its new Softone shirts with harmonizing ties— soft muted colors
to blend naturally, easily, with darker fabrics. They give you the
look of a man who wears his clothes well.
See your campus Arrow dealer for these fine colored shirts.
You’ll find a wide range of checks, stripes and solids. Best of
all, Arrow Softones are priced right. You can own one (or
several), and still have money left to eat on. They’re but
$5.00 the shirt.

ABBOW
SHIRTS & TIES
i
|

CASUAL WEAR
UNDERWEAR
HANDKERCHIEFS

e Q ln d ^ a u

i

* A note to all chamber-maids, hotel
managers. Hotel Administration majors,
and those who didn’t realize that ski
lodge bunkrooms had stained glass win
dows: A few drops of ammonia added
to hot_ soap and water will usually do
the trick on any beer-stained window
pane.

Restaurant
Juncture of Dover and Newmarket Roads in Durham

Student M e al Tickets $5.50 for $5.00
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI A N D MEATBALLS TUESDAY
Ask Us About Drawing For

V A R SIT Y CLUB N O T IC E

FREE M E A L TICKET
O PEN 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.

^ fA R U tS S ^ O S D IC K

BEFORE 1- c W - c K LE . 'BACK U P -W H A T 'S
YOUR LAST REQUEST

SATURDAY 11 A.M. -1

AM.

There will be a meeting of the
New Hampshire Varsity Club to
day, Thursday, at the Theta Chi
House. The meeting will start
promptly at 10:00 p.m. It is hoped
that all members will attend as the
meeting is rather important.

M

Lynch's
Beauty Shoppe
Permanent W a v in g
and

Hair Cutting
OUR SPECIALTY
Phone 389
M A IN STREET

DURHAM, N. H.
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Batting Practice in the Field House

U N H Rifle Team

Baseball Team Begins
Season In Four W eeks

Cops N R A Sectional
Firing at Boston on Saturday, the
U N H Varsity Rifle Team won the
National Rifles Association Sectional
Match, one of 16 held throughout the
country. The National Championship
will be determined after all sectional
scores have been submitted and com 
pared by the N R A headquarters at
W ashington, D.C. Captain James Har
rington, U.S. Arm y, supervisor of the
varsity team states “ W e have a good
chance of being one of the Nation’ s
leading
teams
in
the
sectional
matches.”
N R A sectional matches medals were
awarded by Lt. Col. T roy A. Barker,
P M S T of the R O T C Department at
Pettee. H e congratulated each mem
ber of the team for their splendid
achievements.
The standing of the colleges in the
match were U N H with a total score of
1403, Yale 1401, M IT 1399, U SCG
1396, BU 1389, Union 1370, Harvard
1354, N E 1349 and Providence with
(continued on page 8)

B y F red K lo se

H ank Sw asey’s varsity baseball team started practice in the
field house last week. T h e W ild cats are starting the season with
several of last year’s lettermen w h o w ill add needed experience to
this year’s team.
Last year the baseball team took undisputed possession of the
Y ankee Conference b y defeating C onnecticut w hich was the preseason favorite.
|Up L as^ y e a r Serpico was backing Steve

§s|t|§
■ p li
-

-

m m

:

..

v

The Wildcats lost several of last year’s 1Mazur at third base. Also much of the
starting players including Dave Colpitts, infield has been changed. Right field is
and Charlie Sowerby who were last open at present with Ed Callahan, Charlie
year’ s top hurlers along with Joe Kazura Blossom, Hector Stokes, Bob Blackmar
who still has two more seasons to play and Ted Wright seeking the position
The baseball team should look for
with the Wildcats.
%
Fred Dauten who was catcher on the ward to another successful season with a
winning squad last year will again fill strong roster in hitting and fielding. In
his position this spring. Hank Swazey’s experience is the weakness in the pitch
pitching staff has depth but most of the ing staff, but with considerable men and
men are inexperienced. Joe Kazura, a almost a month before their first game
letterman from last year, will undoubtedly this will be improved.

Pictured above is Art Valicenti, veteran outfielder of the Wildcat Varsity
Baseball Team. Art is shown taking a cut at the ball in batting practice which
has been going on for over a week.
...

Final Standings in Yankee Basketball
F IN A L S T A N D IN G 1954-55

w.
7

Connecticut
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Maine
New Hampshire

4
v 4
5
1
1

L.
0
1
2
3
7
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Pc.
1.000
.800
.667
.625
.125
.100

University of Connecticut’s tournamentbound Huskies made a shambles of the
Yankee Conference basketball race in 63,
as they went undefeated for the second
straight season in conference _ ranks to
win their 7th league crown in eight years.
Hugh Greer’s defending champions,
who passed up a chance to return to
the N C A A post-season playofls this year,
by accepting a bid to the National In
vitational Tournament, now have a con
ference record over the past seven years
of 43 victories and only six defeats.
Four times in their seven league wins
they rolled up over 100 points, and set
new Yankee scoring average with W.
points per game.
,
But if the pennant fight was onesided
in ’55, not so the individual scoring race,
for virtually every scoring record in the
conference archives fell before the sharp
shooting of the current crop.
Art Quimby, Connecticut s great center
and a strong All-American candidate, set
an all-time scoring mark with an aver
age of 29.4 per game. His two closest
rivals in this department, George Burke
of Massachusetts with 26.3, and Frankie
McLaughlin, New Hampshire s sensa
tional sophomore, with 24.9, also broke
the old Yankee Conference record of
24.8 set by Johnny Norris of Maine dur
ing the 1953 season.
Quimby, who has already been named
to All-District 1 teams by _Colliers and
Look, captained the Huskies, and has
been an All-Yankee conference choice for
two seasons. He hit a single SamL. c.on"
ference high of 46 points against Maine.
McLaughlin, the Wildcat from Bel
mont, Mass., became the first player to
score over 100 field goals in a conference
season, when he tallied 103 in New
Hampshire’s ten games. Billy Pappas,
his 5’8 teammate who has been All-Con
ference quarterback in football for two
years, set a new league record when he
sunk 73 foul shots. The old record for
most field goals was 70, compiled by
Norris in ’53. The old record for foul
goals was 50 scored by Rhode Island’s
Bill Baird in 1953. McLaughlin’s 249
points was also a conference record for
a single season.
Over a three-year conference career
Pappas scored a record number of points
— 538— but Quimby, had the best scoring
average 21.9. Pappas had 21.5 for his
three final seasons. Previous high scorers
over three conference seasons had been
Vin Yokabaskas of Connecticut who av
eraged 18 points a game in ’50, ’51 and
’52, and Bill Baird of Rhode Island, who

averaged 17.6 per game in his playing
days at Kingston.
Top individual scores in the conference
games this year were:
G. Gls. FIs. Pts. Avg.
7 86 34 206 29.4
Quimby, Conn.
6 57 44 158 26.3
Burke, Mass.
MsLaughlin, N.H. 10 103 43 249 24.9
10 83 73 239 23.9
Pappas, N.H.
7 50 20 120 17.1
Von Weyhe, R.I.
8 59 17 135 16.8
Pole^e, Maine
96 16.0
6 35 26
Foley, Mass.
8 42 43 127 15.9
Marozzi, R.I.
91 15.2
6 39 13
Ahearn, Conn.
8 40 28 108 13.5
Stenhouse, R.I.

be the top prospect for pitcher while
U N H B A S E B A L L SC H ED U LE
Neal McLaughlin, Phil Decelle, Charlie Apr. 23— University of Mass.
Away
Greene and Walter Kennedy
who all
25— Bowdoin
Away
played last year will again see consider
26— Boston University
Home
able action.
30— Rhode Island
Home
Jim Lee will probably be starting at May 2— Maine
Aw.ay
first base for the Wildcats. George Tansy
3— Lowell Teachers
Home
and Jerry Keneally are also competing for
4— Brandeis
Away
first base. Several men are
trying to
7— Springfield
Away
caoture the position of second left by
9— Bates
Home
Bill Colella and Billy Pappas. Ed Kelly
’0— Dartmouth
Away
a two year letterman and senior this
13— University of Mass.
Home
year will be the top prospect for short
14— University of Conn.
Away
stop along with Charles Liberty. Charlie
17— Northeastern
Away
Charmahalis has been switched from his
18— Bowdoin
Home
catcher position to third base. Bob Shay
20— Rhode Island
Home
an excellent prospect for third base is
21— Maine
Home
backing up Charmahalis. Last year third
base was covered by Steve Mazur but
due to a bad knee he will not play this
year.
%
.
The outfield is strong this year with
Neal Serpico and Art Valicenti playing
U N IV ER SIT Y
left field and center field. Both Valicenti
and Serpico saw action last year. There
BARBER S H O P
have been considerable changes and
switching of nositions in the team’s line

N eed A Haircut?

Seniors!
Please order
YOUR CAPS
and
GOW NS
before
APRIL 1st
THE C O LLEG E S H O P
Brad Mclntire
P.O. Block

Durham, N. H

STOP HERE FOR LUCKY DROODLES!
W H A T ’ S THIS?

c

's

lO P G & f* /

For solution see
p a ra g ra p h below.

N A PO LEO N LO O K IN G AT
SELF IN HIGH M IRROR

Willem Maurits Lange, I I I
Syracuse University

Y O U’LL GET A BANG out of the Droodle above. The title is: Daredevil enjoy
ing better-tasting Lucky just before being shot from cannon. Luckies are
going great guns everywhere. The reason for their booming popularity is
simply this: Luckies give you better taste. They taste better, first of all,
because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted
to taste better. “ It’s Toasted7’ — the famous Lucky Strike process— tones up
Luckies’ light, mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better . . .
cleaner, fresher, smoother. Enjoy yourself when you smoke. Have a little
fun. Light up the better-tasting cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.

END V IEW OF TH O USAND MILES
OF VERY STRAIGH T WIRE

Osvaldo Bacchetta
Southern Illinois University

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

M a g ra th . . .

COLLEGE SM O K E R S
PREFER LUCKIES!

(continued from page 1)
sire for good educational opportunity for
the young people of New Hampshire. We
shall certainly miss his sound thinking,
his great competence and his wealth of
experience. W e congratulate our sister
institution, Tufts College, on its good
fortune.”

*
Luckies lead all other brands in
colleges—and by a wide m a r g in according to an exhaustive, coastto-coast college survey. The N o.
1 reason: Luckies taste better.

s / s / y / s/

\ / */

♦
CHECK THAT BOUNCED

presen ts s u m m e r
fo r m a ls w ith

“ S T A IN

SH Y"

. . . the m ir a c le
stain resistan t
fa b r ic fin ish 1

Deitea tofiie Luckies...
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

Nancy Masterson
U .C .L .A .

BUTTON SEEN THROUGH
BUTTONHOLE

Gerry Davis
Richmond Professional Institute

C L E A N E R , FRESHER, S M O O T H E R !

26.95
The College Shop

© A . T. Co.

PRODUCT
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College Queen To
W in European Tour
The third annual National College
Queen Contest is to be held at Con
vention Hall in Asbury Park, N.J.,
Sept. 9-11, 1955. The contest which is
sponsored by the city of Asbury Park
is open to undergraduate college girls
between the ages of 17 and 24.
M ayor George A. Smock, who is 2d
honorary chairman has announced that
judgings are to be based fifty per cent
on beauty and fifty per cent on brains.
Entrants are required to submit an
original essay of 250 words or less on
the subject “ W hat College Education
Means T o M e.”
The purpose of this contest is to se
lect and honor on a national level the
typical and most all-around versatile
college girl in the nation. The 1955
queen will be chosen by three panels
of nationally-known judges next Sep
tember at the grand finals at Asbury

Park. They will be headed bv world
beauty authorities Ern W estm ore and
Bruno of H ollyw ood; Clarence L ovejoy, internationally-known educational
author and counselor, and scree'n star
Ida Lupino.
The National College T rophy Award,
a grand tour of Europe with all ex
penses paid, scholarship awards and
five thousand dollars in prizes which
include an all purpose wadrobe of de
signer’s clothes will be received by the
winner. Round trip transportation to
the final competition will be given to the
state finalists who will be guests of
the city of Asbury Park during the
grand finals.
A t present the National College
Queen is Vera “ G inger” Steen, 19, of
Philadelphia. She is a junior at Temple
University. In April she will visit H ol
lyw ood to take a screen test under the
supervision of Ida Lupino at Miss Lupino’s studios. She will go to M exico
in July where she will be a guest of
the National University of Mexico in
M exico City which is offering her as
part of her prize a special six-week
summer scholarship.

Interested In Radio?
Try out for M IK E and DIAL
(all phases of radio work)
TRYOUTS WILL BE HELD:
THURSDAY, M A RC H 24, 4 - 6 and 7 - 9 p.m.
In our 3rd floor studio — Thompson Hall
EXPERIENCE

Dean’s List

The recorder’s office recently released Clifton Wright, Janet C. Young, W il
the lists of students who achieved honor liam D. Zeedyk.
point averages during the past semester.
High Honor Roll
Higest Honor Roll
James B. Antell, Albert G. Arm our,
V ictor D. Azzi, Ronald L. Beauche- Natalie Ayer, Norma J. Baker, Carl
min, Nathan Brody, Jean P. Browne, A. Barnard, H elen R. Barrett, Bever
Thomas M. Casey, Dona L. Cauchon, ly E. Bartlett, H ow ard B. Boardman,
Robert F. Church, George Clark, Ron Laurent A. Bougie, Suzanne R. B ow 
aid R. Clark, Rudolph E. Clark, The man, Jane Bradley, W esley E. Burwell,
odore M. Cole, David H. Culton, W il Bruce C. Carlton, W illiam A. Cilley,
liam E. Cushman, Paula J. Cyphert, Patricia T. Cole, Susan E. Craig, Gor
Priscilla J. Daggett, Franklyn T. Dan- don P. Darling, Sandra S. Davis,
ehy, Robert J. Desmond, Lola P, D on  James E. Donahue, Elizabeth A. D ouN ew ly arrived; A daughter, Barbara ahue, R oger P. Donahue, Annie Ruby cett, Bruce R. D ow , Doreen V.
Ann, (8 lbs. oz.) to Mr. and Mrs. W il D owe, Barbara C. Edwards, Jark A. Downes, John C. Eckels, Faith Ea
liam Berry, E -l College Road. Bill is Elmgren, Gordon C. Emerson, Gerald Emery, Barbara J. Fenn, Edward Aretiring president of
UNH
Film W . Fernald, Priscilla M. Flagg, A ldo Flanagan, David G. Fox, Real P.
J. For tuna, Richard S. Gaudette, Dale Frechette, Evangeline A. Ftergiotis,
Society. ________________________
Gifford, Prescott Greene, Gordon L. Donald A. Gosselin, M arjorie H an
Confucious says, “ The superior man Ham mond, Robert J. Harrington, E d cock, A m y J. Handy, Joyce M. Harsh,
loves his soul; the inferior man loves ward L. Hickey, Sandra Hughes, Har Janice E. Heald, R oger W . Hepler,
his property.”
old C. Johannesson, Loring C. John Eleanor E. H oag, Jane L. H olbrook,
son, W illiam L. Johnson, Robert Hurd
Free entry blanks can be obtained Kany, D orothy Karandanis, Elizabeth Nicolas Johnson, D ouglas N. Jones,
Arline G. Joslyn, Donald S. K elly,
now by writing to the College Queen
A K ilgore, Stephanie G. Lavender, Alice J. Kennett, Eleanor Killam, R o 
Contest Director, Convention Hall,
Durward D. Leepec, Daniel G. Le- berta A. K lose, Robert E. Knapp, Bev
Asbury Park, N.J. Inform ation re
mear, Marshall B. Litchfield. Claude erly A. Kopka, Thom as E. Lally, Jan
quested on the entry form includes
P. Magrath, Lawrence R. Maloney,
extra-curricular achievements, scho Thom as E. M cCready, Joan E. M c et D. LaPlante, Elizabeth N. Larkin,
lastic work, and personal background. Laughlin, Joan E. M cTerney, W illiam Elizabeth Leyon, Reta R. Lindstrom ,
K^-neth A. M aclver, Anita S. ManPhotographs must also be enclosed.
Merrill, Shirley A. Meyers, Arlen W . dell, Barbara A. Mangam, Maureen M.
Students going to colleges in their own
Newman, Robert T. Parker, David E. Manning, Alan I. Marston, Norman G.
state or out of state may enter the
Patch, Leonard W . Philbrick, Jerald Masse, Nancy J. McDaniel, Robert B.
contest.
K. Quimby, George J. Ravazzolo, Jo M cEwen, Donald W . Melvin, Alan C.
seph L. Reed, David C. Roberts, Jo Miller, Hamden C. M oody, Robert R.
seph Samaria, Richard D. Sanborn, Morrill, Beverly A. Morse, Janet R.
EXPERT
Sylvia J. Sawyer, Jerrold H. Shapiro, Newman, Raym ond C. Palmer, Laur
Judith Sloane, Clayton C. Stenberg, ence J. Paul, Sally A. Percival, John
Robert R. Strang, Donald F. Sturte- E. Rasmussen, Betty J. Robinson,
vant, Ellen M. Terry, Janice R. W alk Carly J. Rushmore, Joan C. Ryan,
H. M . LE W IS
er, Donald E. W allis, Phyllis A. David J. Scully, Carlyle W . Shaw,
W echezak, Richard P. W eckwerth, James E. Shira, Charles H. Snow, Jac
8 Mill Road
Durham
, Robert O. W ilkins, David A. W ood , quelyn E. Staab, Stephany Staby, Mary
P; Todt, Barbara M. Totm an, Frank
W . Trask,
James E. Tripp, Elizabeth Vietor,
Charlotte A. W alford, Arthur T.
Walker, H ow ard F. W ilfert.

Radio Repairs

FRIDAY, M A RC H 25, 4 - 6 p.m.

NO

Soc Initiation
Alpha Kappa Delta, honorary soci
ology society, had an initiation meeting
on March 22 at 7:30 p.m. -<t the Faculty
Club. Miss Esther Klein, head of the
Portsm outh Rehabilitation Center, was
the guest speaker.
A t the meeting 15 new members
were initiated: Donna Am es, Thomas
Casey, Annie D ow e, Betty Finney,
V ictor Jameson, Kay Massey, Mai
Purington, Iva Reed, Arthur Roberge,
Phil Stephanou, Jim Tripp, Chris
W inslow, Pat Carswell, Anita Mandell, Carol Preller.
Refreshments were served.

N EC ESSA RY!

tom ic G lo b e Circling

. . will become a reality during your
engineering career.
When that day comes, you may be certain
our engineers will have played a major
role in developing the nuclear engines
that will make such flights possible.
Solving tough problems like this has
made Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the
world’s foremost designer and
builder of aircraft engines. This
is the reason why it is first-choice of so
many forward-looking technical graduates.

Honor Roll
Maureen V. Ahern, Alison Akins, Leon
A. Allard, Fred R. Allen, Frederick L.
Allen, Peter H. Allen, Dona Ellen Ames,
Alton L. Amidon, Sarah J. Andrew,
Georgia M. Appleby, Maria E. Arce,
William C. Arms, Charles W . Arm 
strong, Paul O. Ashnault, H ow ard S.
August, Robert J. Austin, Claire A. Bagley, Barbara J. Bailey. Lawrence Baldi
Dorothy H. Barton, Robert G. Bauters,
Cecelia Baverstock, Robert C. Baxter,
Stanley O. Bean, Jr., William H. Bean,
Gwendolyn J. Beane, Charles P. Belisle,
Roberta L. Bell, Simon Beres, Joanne B.
Bernier, Leonard E. Bernier, Sanford P.
Bishop, Donald McAllister Black, Mar
jorie H. Blaisdell, Ruth A. Blakeney,
Randolph C. Blodgett, Jr., Geraldine M.
Bolduc, John W . Bone, Patricia D. Bone,
Elizabeth A. Bottomly, Joseph G. F. Bou
chard, Wesley P. Boulanger, Nancy A.
Boyle, David J. Bradford, Christine
Brehm, James J. Brennan, Amanda J.
Brown, Arlayne L. Brown, Carolyn A.
Brown, Sandra F. Brown, Elaine T.
Brunelle, David R. Buley, Linnea A.
Bulford, Andrew Buni, Cynthia D.
Bunker, Deborah M. Buswell, Robert E.
Butler.
Patrick T. Cahill, Patricia A. Cain,
Sarah M. Cameron, Carl S. Campbell,
Helen I. Carbonneau, Ira H. Carmen,
Daniel O. Carroll, John J. Carroll, Pa
tricia A. Carswell, John J. Castellano, Jr.,
Donald J. Cate, Carole A. Chadwick,
Alice B. Chapman, Ann L. Chase, Robert
S. Chase, Encie L. Chatham, Paul L.
Cheney, Montgomery R. Childs, Carl
E. Church, Marilyn Clapp, Marion A.
Clayton. Mather Cleveland, Jr., Paul F.
Cloutier, Bruce S. Colbath, Dorothy A.
Coleman, Anne M. Connary, James D.
Connolly, Nancy D. Corey, Alvin N.
Cote, George W . Coutris, James D.
Cowie, Claire C. Craig, Donald C. Crandell, Patricia A. Cromwell, Marilyn L.
Crouch, Ann Danforth, Frederick W .
Dauten, Jr., Irene J. Day, Diane J.
Degasis. Ann E. Deich, Carolyn L. Delbrouck, Raymond E. Demencuk, Ruth M.
Demers, N. Cedric Derby, Harry F.
Desroches, David B. Dickinson, Lynne
G. Dickinson, Henry R. DiMambro, Emile
T. Dion, Jr., Kenneth W . Dodge, Robert
Dodge, Nancy F. Douglas, M. Elizabeth
Downer, Janice T. Drew, Edmond A.
Drouin, John A. Duarte, Gloria A. Du
bois, William D. Dubuque, Jr., Robert
W. Duda, Phyllis J. Dunton, Clarke P.
Dustin, Constance M. Dyer, Rodney N.
Dyer.
Thomas H. Eichelberger, Renata M.
Einstein, Patricia A. Ellis, John T.
Emery, Richard A. Ericson, George E.
Evans, John O. Everson, Elizabeth A.
Fagan, Jean A. Farnsworth, Thomas W .
Feary, Richard Fellenberg, Frederick R.
‘ Fickett, William M. Fisk, Gerald M.
Fleet, Daryl S. Flinn, Carol J. Fogg,
Toseph P. Ford, Katherine E. Ford,
Gerard W . Fournier, Judith Franks, Paul
J. Gagnon, Robert W . Gailey, Peter A.
Gallerani, Janice M. Gardella, Robert
R. Garipay, Raymond V. Gendron, Ger(continued on page 7)

Fine Furniture
For O ve r 5 0 Years
Serving Dover and Durham

E. M O RRILL
FURNITURE C O .
i '-enirwi Mvem

D IV IS IO N

O F U N IT E D A IR C R A F T

C O R P O R A T IO N

EAST H A R T F O R D 8, C O N N E C T I C U T

Telephone 70
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D ean's List . . .

Spring Welcomed In Spanish Club Elects

(continued from page 6)
aid V. Gibbs, John C. Gibson, Madeline
D. Gifford Robert J. Gilbody, Dolores E.
Gillette, Susanne Gillis, June C. Gilman,
Charles F. Goodhue, Robert W . Good
Smiling “ Miss S p rin g ” and the
rich, Warren O. Goodrich, Donald F. state’s home gardeners will get red
Gove, Johanna C. Halberts, Robert B. carpet treatment here April 6 as Uni
Hall, Marilyn L. Hambleton, Donald R. versity plantsipen pass out information
Hamel, Edward J. Hanrahan, Barbara F. leading to “ green thum b” degree. The
Harju, Nancy A. Harper, Joanne C. horticulturists have blanketed this
Harrington, Robert B. Harris, Robert J. year’s N.H . H om e Horticulture Day
Harrisburg, Irving G. Haselton, Char program with a variety of popular sub
lotte A. Hatch, Robert C. Hayes, Ruth jects ranging from inside and outside
S. Heden, Mary L. Hegarty, Mary F. plant culture to repair of hurricaneHeistad, Nathalie Henley, Peter K. damaged trees. It opens at 9:30 a.m.
Hepler, Patricia A. Herman, Joan V. at Murkland Hall auditorium.
Hero, Gunnar Heskestad, Howard R.
H ow pollination pays off in larger
Hildreth, Robert C. Hirshfield, Jeanne crops will be explained by L. P. Lat
C. H jort, Peter J. Horne, Elisa P. imer, small fruits specialist and plant
Horter, Robert C. Houlne, George S. breeder. E. B. Risley, floriculturist,
will tell about rooting house plant cut
Hutchins.
„
T
Claude R. Jean, Wendell W . Jesse- tings.
man, Sven A. Johanson, Gerald F. J.
“ M y Garden” , an illustrated talk by
Johnson, Lorraine B. Johnson, Beverly Extension horticulturist E. J RamsusJones, Elizabeth E. Jones, Paul R. sen, who has built up an extensive li
Josephson, Paul D. Jutras, Joan B. Kad brary of color slides, will follow . Then
lec, Chris D. Kehas, Norman R. Kelly, it’s a chat on pears in the home garden
Patricia E. Kelly, Marian H- Kelsey, by A. F. Yeager, plant breeder, who
Gardner W . Kenneson, Richard D. heads the U N H horticultural team of
Kenyon, David W . Kingston, Judith teachers and researchers. And to keep
Kirkpatrick, Joseph A. Komisarek, Doug the garden healthy there will be advice
las E. Krebs, John Nason Labrecque, Jr., from J. R. Hepler, Extension vegeta
Richard L. Lafond, Richard J. Lamerand, ble and garden specialist and W . W .
Virginia C. Lamontagne, Stanley M. Smith, blueberry experimenter and
Lapinskas, Irene M. LaPlante, John P. weed control proponent.
Lassen, Harriet L. Lavoie, Mack H.
W hat wind can break, man may often
Lawrence, Jr., Judith S. Leavitt, Trafford repair with nature’s help. Russell E gJ. Leland, Edward S. Levy, Joan R. gert, research horticulturist, and D ex
Libby, Betty L. Linegar, David A. Lord, ter Caldwell of the U N H Horticultural
Marcia C. Lothrop, Sheila A. Lugg, Farm will demonstrate methods used
Elizabeth A. Lunt. John F. Lunt, Mary in restoring damaged trees to useful
E. Lunt, Richard D. Lynde, Douglas C. ness and beauty.
MacKenzie, Elizabeth L. MacNeill, John
A picture tour of fine English gar
A. Mahaney, Jr., Geraldine _B. Mahar, dens will be presented by Dr. Donald
Patricia A. Mahoney, Shelia _ A. M a
honey, Hugh C. Mallett, Richard J.
Serving Chinese-American Food
Manning, W ilfred F. Mathewson, Lynn
McCann, Anne K. McCarty, Donald S.
O PEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M.
MeClintock, Clark M. McDermith, Joan
Orders To Take Out
B. McGinley, Paul A. McGinley, Irving
J. McGowan, Paul R. McGrath, Daniel J.
S U N -S U N R E ST A U R A N T
McKinzie, Jr., Cynthia McMann, Paul
Dover, N. H.
513 Central Ave.
R. McQuade, Jennifer S. Meares, Richard
A. Melgard, D eW olf Merriam, Anne S.
Merrill, Dorothy M. Meserve, Jean E.
Millane, Arthur E. Moody, Arthur J.
Moody, John L. Moody, Rodney D.
Mooney, Shirley B. Morgan, Roger W
Morse, Donald K. Mullen, Eleanor M
Murray.
William S. Neal, William G. Neary,
Sharleen A. Nedeau, Albert W . Nelson,
Joseph P. Neville, Nancy B. Nichols,
Claire E. Nickerson, Alden L. Norman,
Jr., Leonard P. Novak, Marilyn Oakes,
Lawrence W . O’Connell, William WL
Oliver, Dean W . Osgood, Frank H. Otis,
Richard G. Owen, Donald M. Page, Rob
ert A. Page, Lena Paladina, Wilbur H.
Palmer, Iris M. Paquet, Philip G. Pariseau, Mary L. Parkhurst, Richard F.
Parnigoni, Milton C. Parsons, Deborah
A. Partiss, Sara J. Paul, Sally A. Paxman, Ann C. Pearson, Gerard R. Pepin,
John' S. Perlowski, Carl R. Perrin,
Carolyn W . Peters, Charles F. Phillips,
Jr., Nancy A. Pickett, Marjorie L.
Pierce, William T. Pike, Sidney A. L.
Pilgrim, Frank B. Pinney, Nicholas J.
Pitanis, Edward R. Plourde, Jr., Judyth
R. Poblenz, Andrew A. Polyphronis,
Marc Porrovecchio, Carolyn A. Potter,
Richard A. Poulin, Carol A. Preller,
Troy S. Price, Jr., Malcolm C. Purington, Betty A. Raders, George R. Rainville, Arthur G. Rand, Jr., David O.
Reed, Gene A. Reeves, Janice L. Regan,
Margaret L. Rhines, Robert C. Richard
son, Shirley J. Richardson, Clifford G.
Richer, Carol A. Richmond, Charlotte W .
Ritter, Arthur L. Roberge*. Alan P.
Roberts, Sally A. R o g e r s , Shirley A.
Rondow, Margot S. Roussin, vv illiam
B. Rowley, Dianne Rudnick, Earl D.
Russell, Kenneth J. Russell.
Richard A. Sandstedt, Peter Scarth,
George A. Schier, Paul S. Schnare,
Francis C. Seaman, Arthur L. Sea
mans, Thayer C. Shafer, George J.
Shaw, Margaret A. Shea, W ayne N.
Sherman, Barbara E. Shute, Rose N.
Sielian, Lois J. Simonds, W illiam ^L.
Simpson, W ayne A. Sinclair, Patricia
Sites, Carol J. Slanetz, Barbara J.
Smith, Meril C. Smith, Murray L.
Smith, W allace W . Smith, W ayne R.
Snow, Carol R. Soloway, Roger F.
Soucy, Richard W . •Spaulding, Mary
PRODUCT OP
L. Sprague, Gilbert A. Stevens, John
H. Stevens, Muriel E. Stimpson,
Norm a M. Stimson, Margaret A.
Stockwell, Hector N. Stokes, Donald
H. Stone, Caroline A. Sullivan, Paul
W . Sullivan, Alan L. Sumner, Evelyn
A. Suutari, Don Swift,
DURHAM, N E W HAMPSHIRE
Ingrid Tamm, M ary D. Tatarcuk,
Carole Taylor, Janet B. Taylor, Lorlyn
WEEK B E G IN N IN G SAT., M ARCH 26
L. Thatcher, Mary C. Thomas, Louis
H. Thom pson, Priscilla J. Thom pson,
17th A N N U A L REVIVAL WEEK
Jon C. Thunberg, Thom as C. ThurSaturday, March 26
low, Marilyn R. Todd, Richard E.
THE CRUEL SEA
Tow ne, Sally A. Townsend, James H.
Jack Hawkins
Donald Sinden
Trainor, Barbara A. Trask, Lewis F.
2nd Show at 8:45
Travis, Martha G." Travis, Richard H.
Sunday, March 27
Trentini, Catherine A. Trom bly, T h e
THE FOUR POSTER
odore Tzianabos, Phillip H. Upton,
Rex Harrison
Lili Palmer
(Continued on Page 8)

For Home H o rt Day

Scholars Honored In Society Banquet

Officers For Year
Spanish Club held elections of o f
ficers in February, selecting the fol
low ing: Paula Osborne, President;
Bruce Colbath, Vice-President; and
Maureen Ahern, Secretary, Treasurer.
Aided by professors Casas and Siersicki the group made plans of partici
pation in the annual Pendemonium,
held March 4. All language clubs were
invited to assist in the planning of this
event, sponsored by Lambda Pi, hon
orary language society.
Spanish bullfighting was the topic of
Professor Casas’ talk entitled “ Zos
T o r e s” , which follow ed the election.

Patricia Crompton
Patricia Crompton will give an organ
recital at the
Franklin Unitarian
Church Saturday evening, March 26 at
8:00 p.m. Miss Crompton is majoring
in organ and is a pupil of Professor
Bartley.
W ym an of the Arm old Arboretum, Ja
maica Plain, Mass. Mr. E. M. Meader
will show folks attending how they can
raise gardens themselves. The visitors
will then be conducted on a tour of the
greenhouses as a finale.

1

ROBERT P. ALIE

||

Doctor of Optometry

$

Hours 9-5
and by
Appointment

450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over Newberry's

Closed Wed.

fjj

^
j||
£

Com pletely Reconditioned and Fully G uaranteed
Call Your Local Chevrolet Dealer

Great Bay Motor Company
Telephone 15

Newmarket, N. H.

Prompt Service on Repairs
of all Types

v

50

I
&
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million times a day

at home, at work or on the way

im m m M m m m m m m m im m m im

There’s
nothing
like

1. Bright, bracing taste ..
ever-fresh and sparkling.

%
VVyW
AM
,*W
MV/.W
AW
k*AV.*X*>V

2. A welcome bit
of quick energy. . •
brings you
back refreshed.

FILTER TIP TAREYTON
gives you the full, rich taste
of quality tobacco
and real filtration, too!

PORTSMOUTH'S

CDlOHIftL
NOW!

BING

Ends Tues., Mar. 29

GRACE WILLIAM

CROSBY-KELLY-HOLDEN
IN

THE COUNTRY
GIRL
A PA R A M O U N T P IC T U R E

"A S S IG N M E N T CHILDREN'

Monday, March 28
LILI
in color
Leslie Caron
Mel Ferrer
Tuesday, March 29
STALAG 17
William Holden
Don Taylor
Wednesday, March 30
THE M O O N IS BLUE
David Niven
William Holden
Thursday, March 31
KIN D HEARTS A N D CORO N ETS
Alec Guinness
Valerie Hobson

Officers of the society are: Dr. Law 
rence W . Slanetz, Pres. Dr. Harry H.
Hall, V ice Pres., Professor Russell L.
Valentine, Treas., Mrs. D orothy Nulsen, Sec., Professor John S. W alsh,
Journal Correspondant.
The banquet speaker fill be Dr. R ob 
ert W . Jordan, from the Department
of Philosophy, University of the South.

For a Better Used C ar. . .

ODERN SIZE

FRANKLIN

Jane Andrew, Norm a J. Baker, Nathan
Brody, Patrick T. Cahill, Jr., Robert
E. Church, Mrs. Renata Clark, T h eo
dore M. Cole, David H. Culton, Frank
lin T. Danehy, Mrs. Lola P. Donahue,
Annie R. Dowe, Gerald W . Fernald,
Evangeline A. Ftergiotis, Nancy Anne
Harper, H arold C. Johannesson, Nic
olas Johnson, Paul R. Josephson, Mau
reen M. Manning, Joseph P. Neville,
John S. Perlowski, W illiam L. Simp
son, Barbara J. Smith, Paul W . F.
Sullivan, W illiam D. Zeedyk.

Tel. 2062

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
^
I

$

Phi Kappa Phi, National H onorary
Society, will hold an initiation and ban
quet on Thursday evening, March 31,
at the University Commons. Fourteen
seniors and twenty five juniors have
been elected to membership for out
standing scholarly achievement.
Faculty members are Professor E d
ward T. Donovan, Department of M e
chanical Engineering, and Professor
Clark L. Stevens, Department of F or
estry.
Senior Class members are: Natalie
Ayer, V ictor D. Azzi, Elizabeth A.
Fagan, Richard Fellenberg, Barbara J.
Fenn, Priscilla M. Flagg, Janice E.
Heald, R oger W . Hepler, Alan I.
Marston, Donald W . Melvin, Murray
L. Smith, Mrs. Joyce C. Syphers,
Charlotte A. W alford, Mrs. D orothy
W ilcox.
Junior Class members are: Sarah

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE CO CA-COLA CO M PANY BY

SAN FO RD, M A IN E, BOTTLING C O M P A N Y
1955, THE CO CA-COLA CO MPANY

"C o k e " is a registered trade-mark.

UPTOWN

E. M. LO EW 'S

CIVIC
THEATRE

★

D O V E R

*

THEATRE

a

Dover, N. H.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
C O N T IN U O U S DAILY
N -O -W Thru April 1st

B attle Cry
Color and Cinemascope
Starring
Van Heflin
Aldo Ray
James Whitmore
Tab Hunter

Friday, April 1
PRISONER OF ZEN D A
Deborah Kerr
Stewart G ranger

Raymond Massey

Closed Sat., Apr. 2-Sun., Apr. 10 Inclusive

Nancy Olson

Mona Freeman

Mar. 24-29

Thurs.-Tues.

Mar. 24

Thurs.

Battle Cry’
V A N HEFLEN - ALD O RAY
and all-star cast

C IN E M A SC O P E and CO LO R
Starring

in cinemascope and technicolor
Mar. 30

Starting Wed.

The
Country Girl

Tyrone Power

Mar. 25

FOR O N E FULL W E E K
W alt Disney Presents

20,00 0 L E A G U E S
U N D E R THE S E A
In Cinemascope and Color

Starring

B IN G CROSBY
G RACE KELLEY
W ILLIAM HOLDEN

M aureen O 'H a ra

Starts Fri.

Starring

Kirk Douglas
James M ason

Paul Lukas
Peter Lorre
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P A G E E IG H T

Greek Gossip
G ee Dad!
by Judy Kirkpatrick
Sigma Beta had a puzzling problem
to figure out at a tea with Alpha X i
last week, when four of the Alpha X i
pledges managed to walk out with the
living room rug under their arms! The
brothers also entertained Dean Snyder
who the Alpha X i’s had bought a date
with during the Campus Chest Drive.
The week’s activities include an ex
change with Alpha Chi, a stag party
Friday nite and a dance Saturday.
L on g rehearsals and much hard work
rewarded Chi O with first place in
Stunt Nite, for their W inter Carnival
skit. The pledges, surprisingly enough,
decided to reverse tactics and pick up
the decks, because rehearsals had the
sisters so, exhausted that help rather
than harry became the cry. They had a
well-packed open house after Stunt
Nite. Necessary social functions con
sisted of the ever-present coffee hour,
one with A T O last week and one
planned with S A E tonite. Pi K A is
holding their spring pledge dance to
m orrow nite, and like many others will
have many representatives from a
number of New England colleges.
W e ’re not stealing from “ Going, G o
ing, G one.” but Pi K A also announces
that brother Bill Zimmerman will soon
be married, and that future pertinent
facts will be submitted.

*

*

*

AG R will be living it up before va
cation at their Sat. nite dance, termed
appropriately “ Vacation G lee.” Pledg
es have been their usual diabolical
selves, tearing the decks apart and pro
curing various items from neighbor
Phi Mu, although the Phi Mu side is
quieting down. Alpha X i came through
grand and gloriously with 2nd place in
Stunt Nite with their rather suggestive
theme, Making a Man. A T O brothers
and pledges have had a busy week. The
house of Tau’s serenaded Caroline
Henderson of Theta U, in recognition
of her pinning to Joe Cotie. They ex
changed pledges with Alpha X i last
Tuesday and announced that the Alpha
X i pledges carry around a lot of charm
and personality, besides being able to
carry a tricky tune. The A T O pledges
produced a skit for Chi O, a take-off
on the typical college girl com ing in
from a late date, and although comical,
they explained it contained many words
of wisdom. Hats off to Pete H ood,
recently elected president of Outing
Club.
T K E , strangely enough, is boasting
a themeless dance this week with Bob
Paul’s orchestra. This is the first time
they have ever had a dance without a
theme. That’s quite a record. The so
cial calendar highlighted an exchange
with Theta U, with the ever-suffering
pledges as waiters. Pledge dances seem
to be the headliners this week, for Al
pha Chi is holding their dance tom or
row nite. They packed the house last
Sunday with the annual Faculty Tea
— a very pleasant out-of-class atmos
phere! A coffee hour with Kappa Sig
W ednesday nite, concludes the the
week’s socializing. The Stunt Nite
king’s rise again, this time in Acacia,
who walked away with fir^t prize for
their “ Cigarette Capers.” They will
also hold their pledge dance this week
Sat. nite. A future coffee hour is in the
making with Alpha Chi.
They also had an exchange with
Kappa Delt. Speaking of diabolical
pledges, Acacia’s pledges did them
selves up in lavender, when they doc
tored the house milk with red and
green dye. There’s nothing like a pea
green glass of milk for breakfast in

the morning. H ow ever, the suffering
brothers are still willing to promote a
new big-little brother relationship, with
the brothers and pledges working on
pledge projects, instead of making all
the pledges do all the work. Th ey’ve
succeeded in painting the kitchen al
ready and are planning work on the
lawn and garage.
H
= *
*
Stunt Nite honors once again take
the fore with a take-off on “ Our
T o w n ” producing 2nd prize for Phi
Alpha. They also boast a newly elected
president of IF C , Nat Brody.. Congrat
ulations. They have luckily escaped the
usual pledge pranks, cleverly keeping
them busy with house details. D on ’t
take all the fun out of it. Phi Mu is
another busy house with a full calen
dar. Kappa Sig pledges will wait on
table tonight and should provide an in
teresting evening if they run true to
form. A lso a coffee hour and pledge
exchange with Lambda Chi and ex
change supper with A G R are in the
making. The Phi M U ’s have been on
the ball to make plans for M E R P
weekend in advance, consisting of a
dinner and dance at the Rockingham
H otel Sat. and beach party at O gunquit on Sunday. The pledges made the
sisters slightly uncomfortable
last
week, putting cold-cream in unusual
places (guess where unusual places
might be) and W heaties in the beds.
Howerver, they proved they could also
be nice, by serving as hat check and
cigarette girls for Nite of Sin. Con
gratulations to pledge class officers
Pat Sites, Marge Yennaco, and Pris
Parmenter.
*

*

*

Kappa Sjg has been decorated with
an empty living room. The pledges
walked off with all the furniture, and
what they did with it is the big ques
tion. The loyal Theta U’ s proudly at
tended Barbara Fenn’s Senior piano
recital en masse, and held a reception
in her honor at the chapter house.
They got in their licks early on the
pledge dances, and held their’s last
Friday nite, to the tune of Buzz Emer
son and his orchestra. The pledges en
tertained with a clever skit. W e seem
to have some very able pledges this
year. A coffee hour was held with Phi
Mu Delta, the sisters enjoying many

renditions of the Phi Mu Delta pledge
prayer, especially charming when said
while eating donuts. Theta Chi is ex
claiming longly and loudly over their
Flamingo R oom , which the pledges
are in the process of painting. Dark
ness prevailed in the Theta Chi house
hold, when the pledges got their raps
in by cutting off the electricity. This
could prove dangerous. M ore disaster
for the Theta Chi’s. A t last Sat. nite’s
hayride, one whole side of a wagon
fell out, no lives were lost, but many
precious beverages were left by the
wayside.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon responded with
j alacrity to the cry for news. They an
nounced that they are stiil there—
nothing more, nothing less. Bravo!

Haffert . . .
(continued from page 3)
Moscow where it is enshrined about 50
yards from the Kremlin; and two other
official Pilgrim Virgin statues, one for
Korea and one for the United Nations.
Director During War
Frof 1941 to 1947 he was editor of
“ The Scapular Magazine,” and during
W orld War Two directed the operation
of giving three million Scapulars with
explanatory leaflets to men in the armed
forces.
Last fall, Haffert led a Blue Army
Pilgrimage of 120 persons through
Europe. They visited mpre than 20
shrines* during their six weeks’ stay—
after which Mr. Haffert led an American
delegation to the Mariological Congress
at Rome in which the Blue Army had a
major role.
Just recently, he was awarded the La
Salle College Signum Fidei Award for
his outstanding achievement in the field
of Catholic Action. This annual award
is the highest honor conferred outside
the College. The previous two years the
award went to Father Keller and to
Bishop Sheen.

Typing — M im e ograp h in g
ALTERATIONS
ZIPPER REPAIRS
BEAD S T R IN G IN G
Telephone Service —

Dover 1870

JEANICE Y O U N G SHOPPE

Bloch . . .

D ean's List . . .

(continued from page 1)
make them palatable not only to musical
scholars but to the average music lover
as well, she makes effective use of Her
winsome and charming personality .,,as
she delivers her, commentaries before
each piece of music.” The Santa Barbara
News Press said, “ A devoted musician
and a charming performer bridged cen
turies for us and played us many a
wonderful tune by forgotten masters on
almost forgotten instruments. If there
is a revived interest in this music, it is
largely due to Miss Bloch’s labor of
love.”
Mr. Harry R. Carroll, secretary of
the Convocation of Lectures, Concert
Committee said that this has been a
very successful year for the Blue and
White Series. Other Series’ artists in
cluded The Zimbler Sinfonietta, Agnes
Moorehead and Whittemore and Lowe.
Two students, Sue Batchelder and Bon
Azier were appointed by the Student
Senate to1 help the committee plan next
year’s Blue and White Series guest
artists.

(continued from page 7)
Arthur T. Valicenti, Cornelis Vanden
Heuvel, Julia M. Van Deusen, Donald
P. Varney, W illiam M. Veazey, R ob 
ert I. Vedeler, Egils Veverbrants, D or
othea Vlahhakos, Sarah L. Vogel, Mil
ton J. Volak, Patricia M. W alker,
Frederick J. W allace, H enty F. W a r
ner, Hugh T. W arren,
Ann C. W elch, Laura J. W elch, Ev
erett S. W heeler, Marilyn E. W heeler,
Monica M. W ichert, Elizabeth B.
Williams, Leslie W illiams, R oger D.
W ilson, Earlene M. W inship, Robert
A. W olff, Anne E. W oodbu ry, R oger
W . W oodhead, Margaret A. Yennaco,
Richard York, Mary E. Young.

R ifle T e a m

.

.

A weed is merely a highly successful
plant that man does not find useful.

GOING HOME
EASTER VACATION
FOR PLANE RESERVATIONS
No Service Charge

.

(continued from page 5)
.1348. Individual team members scored
as follows, Gordon L. Ham mond 282,
Richard Betz 281, Stuart A. Bushong
280, David L. Morris 285, and Henry
R. Northridge 275 for the aggregate
score o f 1403.

Contact:

The Richardson A g e n cy
TRAVEL BUREAU
107 Washington St.

Tel. Dover 101

S E N D Y O U R C A R D TO

CORICL
2 0 6 N e w Ham pshire Hall

A P R IL 3 0 -M A Y 1

515 Central Avenue

CARNIVAL
April 2-18

*12 a day on this exciting

I S L A N D PA RA D IS E
in the G u lf of M e xic o

Put a SWMLE in your SMOKING!

Here's where the college crowd will J
gather during the Easter vacation
miles of white beach, moonlight danc
ing, free golf, water skiing and, fitis
year, the FIRST AN NUAL INTERCOLLEGI
A TE TARPON TOURNEY for college men

Grande Pass
amber
some 30 other

and women. Famed Boca

is alive with fighting tarpon,

jack,

blue fish and

species. For evening relaxation there's
the elegant Tarpon Room, indoor mov
ies, dance contests and college song
tests, you'll be treated like a tycoon
for $12.00 a day, including breakfast
til n o o n ...a n d dinner.
;"•}

BOCA GRANDE
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h otel

Buy
CHESTERFIELD
today!

Largest se llin g cigarette
in A m e rica's colleges

You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's smoothness—
mildness refreshing taste.

You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's quality—
highest quality— low nicotine.

BOCA G R A N D E , F L O R ID A :
COMPLETELY A tlt-CO N D m O N EO 'M

W R iT E F O R R E S E R V A T IO N S
PHINES ELBLING
James Hall

In the whole wide world no cigarette SATISFIES like Chesterfield
© L ig g e t t & M yers T o b a c c o C o.

